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Abstract

DDIM inversion has revealed the remarkable potential
of real image editing within diffusion-based methods. How-
ever, the accuracy of DDIM reconstruction degrades as
larger classifier-free guidance (CFG) scales being used for
enhanced editing. Null-text inversion (NTI) optimizes null
embeddings to align the reconstruction and inversion tra-
jectories with larger CFG scales, enabling real image edit-
ing with cross-attention control. Negative-prompt inver-
sion (NPI) further offers a training-free closed-form solu-
tion of NTI. However, it may introduce artifacts and is still
constrained by DDIM reconstruction quality. To overcome
these limitations, we propose proximal guidance and incor-
porate it to NPI with cross-attention control. We enhance
NPI with a regularization term and inversion guidance,
which reduces artifacts while capitalizing on its training-
free nature. Additionally, we extend the concepts to incor-
porate mutual self-attention control, enabling geometry and
layout alterations in the editing process. Our method pro-
vides an efficient and straightforward approach, effectively
addressing real image editing tasks with minimal computa-
tional overhead.

1. Introduction
Diffusion-based methods have emerged as popular ap-

proaches for real image editing, with many of these meth-
ods utilizing DDIM inversion (a deterministic inversion
method proposed in Denoising Diffusion Implicit Mod-
els [52]). DDIM inversion is known to yield accurate recon-
structions when using null embeddings or source prompts
with a classifier-free guidance [25] (CFG) scale of 1. How-
ever, in order to achieve better editing capabilities, it is of-
ten necessary to use a CFG scale significantly larger than
1. Unfortunately, this scaling can lead to inaccurate re-
constructions of the source image, which hinders the edit-
ing quality. This phenomenon is also observed in prompt-
to-prompt [23] editing scenarios. To address this limita-
tion, Null-text inversion [34] (NTI) was introduced as a
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Figure 1. Proximal Negative-Prompt Inversion. A comparison
of editing quality between Null-text inversion (NTI), Negative-
prompt inversion (NPI), and our proposed method (ProxNPI). The
bottom row represents the time required for inversion. Our ap-
proach incorporates the fast inversion capability of NPI without
the need for test-time optimization, thereby incurring only mini-
mal additional cost during inference.
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Figure 2. Negative-Prompt Inversion (“NPI”) is the exact closed-
form solution if we solve Null-text inversion (“NTI”) on the DDIM
reconstruction sequence {ẑt}.

solution. NTI employs pivotal inversion by optimizing
the null embedding(s), ensuring that the reconstruction tra-
jectory aligns with the inversion trajectory even under a
larger CFG scale. While NTI has a lightweight parame-
ter set, it requires per-image optimization, which can be
time-consuming. To eliminate the need for optimization in
NTI, Negative-prompt inversion [33] (NPI) offers a closed-
form solution. By assuming equal predicted noises between

This WACV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
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Figure 3. Illustration of a single inference step using classifier-free guidance (CFG) with a scale w = 2. All methods initially utilize DDIM
inversion [52] with the source prompt (and w = 1). During the inference process: (a) direct sampling is performed using the target prompt;
(b) the null embedding is replaced with the source prompt embedding; (c) a proximal gradient step is applied to the scaled noise difference
(ϵtar − ϵsrc) following step (b). Here, we are visualizing soft-thresholding with a threshold λ, which corresponds to L1 regularization on
ϵ̃. If all values are clamped to zero, resulting in ProxNPI reducing to DDIM reconstruction. Conversely, when all values are retained after
thresholding, ProxNPI reduces to NPI.

consecutive timesteps of the diffusion model, NPI elegantly
demonstrated that the solver of NTI is equivalent to the
source prompt embedding. However, NPI may occasionally
introduce artifacts due to its underlying assumptions.

Building upon the remarkable results of NPI, we enhance
it by incorporating a regularization term to improve the re-
construction of the source image. Moreover, we recognize
that NPI is still constrained by the reconstruction quality of
DDIM inversion, unable to correct errors introduced dur-
ing the reconstruction process. To overcome this, we intro-
duce a inversion guidance technique that performs one-step
gradient descent on the current latent, aligning it with the
inversion latents. The resulting algorithm offers a straight-
forward approach with negligible computational overhead.

Furthermore, as NTI and NPI are primarily designed
for Cross-Attention Control [23], which focuses on texture
and appearance changes, we extend our method to integrate
proximal guidance into the Mutual Self-Attention Control
framework [6]. This integration allows for geometry and
layout alterations in real image editing tasks. In summary,
our proposed method combines the benefits of NPI, inver-
sion guidance, and a regularization term to provide an ef-
fective and efficient optimization-free solution for real im-
age editing. We demonstrate its applications in NPI with
Cross-Attention Control and Mutual Self-Attention Con-
trol, showcasing its versatility and potential usecases.

2. Related Work
Image generation with text guidance has been well-

explored in image synthesis field [1, 2, 15–22, 38, 40, 44,
45, 53, 57, 63–65, 67, 73]. Recent development of text-to-
image (T2I) diffusion models [7, 14, 24, 37, 50, 52, 54–56]
introduced new solutions to this task. In particular, T2I dif-
fusion models trained with large-scale image-caption pairs
have shown impressive generation ability [36, 43, 46, 48].
The development of large-scale T2I models provides a gi-

ant and flexible design space for image manipulation meth-
ods leveraging the pre-trained model. Recent works pro-
pose novel controlling mechanisms tailored for these T2I
models [3, 8, 11, 27, 30, 61, 66, 68, 72].

Diffusion-based image editing. Many recent works fine-
tune the pre-trained T2I models with a few personalized im-
ages to keep the context information [9,29,31,39,49,51,70].
Wide design choices have been explored in this direction.
Textual-Inversion [10, 13, 60]-based methods propose fine-
tuning the text embedding. Dreambooth [47] fine-tunes the
whole model. [29] fine-tunes the cross-attention layers in
the UNet of Stable-Diffusion model. These methods re-
quire hundreds of iterations at the fine-tuning stage to cap-
ture the identity information. For better efficiency, more
techniques [17, 26, 32, 35] are developed by reducing the
number of parameters optimized at fine-tuning stage. While
fine-tuning the pre-trained T2I model shows extraordinary
results, the test-time efficiency of these methods remains a
great challenge. SEGA [5] discovers that target concept can
be encoded using latent dimensions falling into the upper
and lower tail of the distribution.

Inversion-based image editing. DDIM inversion [52] ex-
hibits great potential in editing tasks by deterministically
calculating and encoding the context information in a la-
tent and reconstructing the original image with it. Apply-
ing editing prompt upon the inverted latent code greatly
improved the test-time efficiency. Leveraging optimization
on null-text embedding, Null-text Inversion [34] further im-
proved the identity preservation of the edit. However, all
these methods rely on optimization at test-time for accu-
rate reconstruction, which typically requires several min-
utes. Negative-prompt inversion (NPI) [33] further reduces
the computation cost for the inversion step while generates
similarly competitive reconstruction results as Null-text in-
version.
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Algorithm 1 Proximal Negative-Prompt Inversion

Input: Given source original sample z0, source condition
C, target condition C ′, denoising model ϵθ, proximal
function proxλ(·).

1: z̄T = DDIMInvert(z0, C, w = 1)
2: z̃T = z̄T
3: for t = T to 1 do
4: ϵ̃src = ϵθ(z̃t, t, C)
5: ϵ̃tar = ϵθ(z̃t, t, C

′)
6: ϵ̃ = ϵ̃src + w · proxλ(ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src)
7: M = |ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src| ≤ λ

8: z̃0 = 1√
αt
z̃t −

√
1
αt
− 1ϵ̃

9: z̃t−1 =
√
αt−1z̃0 +

√
1− αt−1ϵ̃

10: if inversion guidance and t < Tinv then
11: z̃t−1 = z̃t−1 − ηM ⊙ (z̃t−1 − z∗t−1)
12: end if
13: end for
14: return z̃0

Input Image NPI w/o MasaCtrl NPI w/ MasaCtrl MasaCtrl ProxMasaCtrl (Ours)

“a sitting jumping cat”

Figure 4. Applying Negative Prompt Inversion (NPI) to Mutual
Self-Attention Control (MasaCtrl [6]). Directly applying NPI
to MasaCtrl by substituting the null embedding with the source
prompt embedding leads to the presence of strange artifacts (la-
beled as “NPI w/ MasaCtrl”). In our approach, we solely replace
the null embedding with the source prompt in the DDIM recon-
struction branch.

3. Method

3.1. Background

DDIM inversion. DDIM is a widely used deterministic
sampling (if chosen to be) of DDPM. While DDPM follows
a stochastic differential equation (SDE) process, DDIM cor-
responds to its ordinary differential equation (ODE) coun-
terpart. The reverse DDIM process can be written as

zt−1 =

√
αt−1√
αt

zt+ (1)

√
αt−1

(√
1

αt−1
− 1−

√
1

αt
− 1

)
ϵθ(zt, t, C),

where C is the given conditioning. To invert the given
image, the latent variables can be estimated by reversing
the above discrete ODE sampling process. By rearranging

Eq. (1), we have

zt =

√
αt√

αt−1
zt−1+ (2)

√
αt

(√
1

αt
− 1−

√
1

αt−1
− 1

)
ϵθ(zt, t, C).

Note that zt appears at both sides. A common technique
is to approximate ϵθ(zt, t, C) with ϵθ(zt−1, t − 1, C), such
that the inversion process can be solved by forward Euler
method. Then, denote the sequence of latent variables from
z0 via DDIM inversion as {z∗t }Tt=1, we have

z∗t =

√
αt√

αt−1
z∗t−1+ (3)

√
αt

(√
1

αt
− 1−

√
1

αt−1
− 1

)
ϵθ(z

∗
t−1, t− 1, C).

Null-text inversion. Using the classifier-free guidance
(CFG [25]), the noise is estimated by

ϵ̃θ(zt, t, C, ∅) = wϵθ(zt, t, C) + (1− w)ϵθ(zt, t, ∅) (4)

If w > 1, the accumulated error on DDIM inversion will af-
fect reconstruction accuracy. To address the problem, null-
text inversion [34] (NTI) optimizes a set of per-timestep
null-text embeddings {∅t} to track the DDIM inversion tra-
jectory even under a large w. It first computes {z∗t }Tt=1 us-
ing DDIM inversion with w = 1. Then, after initializing
z̄T = z∗T , null-text inversion solves ∅t by performing the
following optimizations for t = T, . . . , 1:

min
∅t

||zt−1(z̄t, ∅t, C)− z∗t−1||22. (5)

Negative-prompt inversion (NPI [33]) overcomes the lim-
itation of per-image optimization in null-text inversion by
providing a closed-form solution, ∅t = C, with minimal
approximation. NPI validates this solution through induc-
tion: if ∅t = C and z̄t = z∗t hold for timestep t, they
also hold for timestep t − 1, by assuming ϵθ(z

∗
t , t, C) ≈

ϵθ(z
∗
t−1, t− 1, C). We can verify that with ∅t = C, NPI re-

construction with w > 1 recovers the DDIM reconstruction,

ϵ̃θ(zt, t, C, C) = wϵθ(zt, t, C) + (1− w)ϵθ(zt, t, C)

= ϵθ(zt, t, C). (6)

In fact, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 and the subsequent re-
mark, NPI provides an exact solution without any approx-
imation when tracking the DDIM reconstruction trajectory
instead of the inversion trajectory:

Remark 3.1. Negative-prompt inversion is the exact
closed-form solution if we solve null-text inversion opti-
mizations to track the DDIM reconstruction trajectory {ẑt}.
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“orange van with surfboards on top” “orange van with surfboards flowers on top”

“meat balls on white plate” “meat balls sushi on white plate”

“a woman with blue hair” “a woman storm-trooper with blue hair”

“A cat sitting on a wooden chair” “A cat dog sitting on a wooden chair”
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparisons of inversion methods. The figure showcases qualitative comparisons among Null-text inversion
(NTI) [34], Negative-prompt inversion (NPI) [33], and our proposed method (ProxNPI). Each row demonstrates the reconstruction results
(columns 2-4) and editing results (columns 5-7) for the respective methods. Inversion guidance is employed to address minor errors in
DDIM reconstruction. Errors or artifacts are marked using red circles or boxes. The comparisons highlight instances where NPI fails to
retain specific image details (a), both NTI and NPI introduce undesired changes (b), the inversion guidance aids in recovering missing
details (c), our method exhibits better background preservation (d), and NTI/NPI exhibit reconstruction errors (e).

3.2. Proximal Negative-Prompt Inversion

Negative-prompt inversion provides an elegant closed-
form solution for computing null-text inverted null-
embeddings, ∅t = C. This solution intuitively aligns with
the DDIM reconstruction process. Fig. 3 illustrates a sin-
gle inference step using classifier-free guidance (CFG) with
a scale parameter w = 2. Initially, all methods employ
DDIM inversion [52] with the source prompt (and w = 1).
In Fig. 3(a), we depict a baseline approach where direct
sampling is performed using the target prompt. Fig. 3(b)

demonstrates the inference step of negative-prompt inver-
sion, where CFG amplifies the editing direction of (ϵ̃tar −
ϵ̃src). Intuitively, when the target prompt is close to the
source prompt, the inference trajectory for editing should
closely resemble the DDIM reconstruction trajectory. In
fact, when the target condition C ′ = C, negative-prompt
inversion exactly recovers DDIM reconstruction. How-
ever, we observe that negative-prompt inversion occasion-
ally over-amplifies the editing direction (ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src). To
address this, we propose the addition of an extra loss term
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Input Image Ours Reconstruction Ours Editing

(a) “a silver cat sculpture sitting next to a mirror”

Input Image Ours Reconstruction Ours Editing

(b) “drawing of tulip lion on the coffee”

(c) “white plate with fruits pizza on it” (d) “a plate with steak salmon on it”

(e) “A yellow crochet bird stands perched on a tree branch” (f) “two origami birds sitting on a branch”

(g) “white tiger cat on brown ground” (h) “black and white cat dog on floor”

Figure 6. Additional visual editing results. More visual editing results for our method are presented, along with their corresponding
prompts. Inversion guidance is applied for examples (c), (e), (f), and (g) due to imperfect DDIM reconstructions in these cases.

that encourages the CFG noise ϵ̃ to align with ϵ̃src.
To accomplish this, we draw inspiration from the prox-

imal gradient method [12, 58] and introduce a regulariza-
tion term to constrain (ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src). This regularization is
achieved through the use of a proximal function,

proxλ,Lp
(x) = argmin

z

1

2
∥z − x∥22 + λ∥z∥p. (7)

which encourages desired properties in the editing process.
When p = 1 (corresponding to L1 regularization), the
solver takes the form of a soft-thresholding function,

[proxλ,L1
(x)]i = [Sλ(x)]i =

 xi − λ if xi > λ
0 if −λ ≤ xi ≤ λ

xi + λ if xi < −λ
(8)

with [ · ]i denoting the i-th component. if p = 0 (repre-
senting L0 regularization), the solver takes the form of a

hard-thresholding function,

[proxλ,L0
(x)]i =

{
xi if |xi| >

√
2λ

0 otherwise.
(9)

Since the value range of (ϵ̃tar− ϵ̃src) does not follow a stan-
dard Gaussian distribution, we employ a dynamic threshold
rather than a fixed one by selecting a quantile of the abso-
lute values |ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src|. Fig. 3(c) provides a visualization
of a 2-D case when soft-thresholding is employed. If all
values are clamped to zero, our method reduces to DDIM
reconstruction. Conversely, when all values are retained af-
ter thresholding, our method simplifies to negative-prompt
inversion.
Inversion guidance. As discussed previously, NPI is still
upper-bounded by the quality of DDIM reconstruction.
Even if ϵ̃ converges to ϵsrc, it cannot correct errors in cases
where DDIM reconstruction is imperfect. On the other
hand, NTI tracks the DDIM inversion trajectory and thus
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Input Image MasaCtrl ProxMasaCtrl (Ours)

(a) “Two kissing parrots sitting on a stick …, city street background”

Input Image MasaCtrl ProxMasaCtrl (Ours)

(b) “a dog holding a flower in mouth, standing in front of fence”

(c) “a horse jumping” (d) “a round square cake”

(e) “a person raising hand” (f) “photo of a statue, side view”

Figure 7. Enhancing MasaCtrl [6] with Proximal Guidance. Our proposed proximal guidance offers improvements in cases where
MasaCtrl exhibits instability or introduces undesired changes that users wish to retain. MasaCtrl may introduce slight color shifts in the
main subject(s) or background, as depicted in (a), (b), (c), and (f). However, with proximal guidance, the background and intended details
are better preserved. For instance, in (a), the two steel bowls at the bottom and the person holding a phone at the right edge; in (b), the
fence on the upper right and the dog’s mouth; in (c), the reins on the horse’s head; and in (d), the cup and vase in the background.

does not have such limitation. This motivates us to in-
troduce a inversion guidance by performing a single step
of gradient descent on the current latent z̃t−1, aiming to
align it with the inversion latent z∗t−1. This gradient de-
scent step is applied only to the “unedited” region iden-
tified by the mask M = |ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃src| ≤ λ, where we
reuse the notation λ to represent the threshold value. By
choosing a step size η, the update can be expressed as
z̃t−1 ← z̃t−1 − ηM ⊙ (z̃t−1 − z∗t−1), where η = 1 corre-
sponds to a complete replacement. The complete algorithm
is outlined in Algorithm 1. The algorithm can be thought
of as an ADMM [4] type of method that solves NTI on the
DDIM inversion trajectory:

min
∅t

||zt−1(z̄t, ∅t, C)− ẑt−1||22 s.t. ẑt−1 = z∗t−1 (10)

where the objective is solved by NPI (see Remark 3.1) and
the constraint is enforced by inversion guidance.

3.3. Proximal Mutual Self-Attention Control

Both NTI and NPI are designed to be used with Cross-
Attention Control (or Prompt-to-Prompt [23]) for real im-
age editing. While Cross-Attention Control primarily fo-

cuses on changing the texture or appearance of a subject, re-
cent methods have explored self-attention controlling mech-
anisms for manipulating geometry or layout [6, 41, 59, 71].
MasaCtrl [6] proposes a Mutual Self-Attention Control
mechanism that queries image content from the source in-
put image. In this section, we aim to integrate proximal
guidance into the MasaCtrl framework.

Although NTI/NPI and MasaCtrl operate through dif-
ferent mechanisms, they share the same goal of preserv-
ing specific content from the source image. Initially, we
observe that directly incorporating NPI with MasaCtrl by
substituting the null embedding with the source prompt em-
bedding can lead to artifacts. This occurs because, without
any cross-attention or self-attention control, this is equiv-
alent to setting the source prompt as negative prompt. As
illustrated in an example in Fig. 4, using the source prompt
as the negative prompt (“NPI w/o MasaCtrl”) generates a
jumping person unrelated to the source image. When com-
bined with MasaCtrl (“NPI w/ MasaCtrl”), the model is
compelled to query cat features to render the same jump-
ing person. Therefore, we propose using NPI solely in the
reconstruction branch while retaining the null embedding in
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Input Image Prompt-to-Prompt ProxMasaCtrl (Ours)

(a) “Two kissing parrots sitting on a stick …, city street background”

(b) “a round square cake ”

Figure 8. Qualitative Comparison of Prompt-to-Prompt [23]
and MasaCtrl [6]. Column 2 presents the editing results obtained
using NPI + Cross-Attention Control (“Prompt-to-Prompt”), while
column 3 displays the editing results of MasaCtrl with proximal
guidance (“ProxMasaCtrl”). In (b), Prompt-to-Prompt introduces
a new texture on the cake that is absent in the input image, while
(Prox-)MasaCtrl “recycles” the original texture.

Input Image

Quantile = 0.6 Quantile = 0.7 Quantile = 0.8 Quantile = 0.9 Quantile = 0.95
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𝑤
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𝑤
=
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Prompt: “black and white cat robot on floor”

“black and white cat 
on floor”

Figure 9. Ablation study of thresholds. The figure shows visual
results obtained by varying the threshold λ from the 60% to 95%
quantiles of the absolute noise difference. The first row represents
the impact of hard-thresholding (L0), while the second and third
rows show the effects of soft-thresholding (L1). Soft-thresholding
induces less noticeable changes in the edited images compared to
hard-thresholding, aligning with our expectations. Alternatively,
increasing the CFG scale, such as with w = 15, can enhance the
prominence of the target attribute, although it may introduce an
intensified contrast ratio and shifted color tone.

the synthesis branch:

ϵ̂ = ϵ̂src + 1 · (ϵ̂src − ϵ̂src), [reconstruction]
ϵ̃ = ϵ̃null + w · proxλ(ϵ̃tar − ϵ̃null). [synthesis]

(11)

Here, we introduce proximal guidance to the term (ϵ̃tar −
ϵ̃null). During model forward passes, the MasaCtrl mech-

Input Image

𝜂 = 0.1 𝜂 = 0.2 𝜂 = 0.5 𝜂 = 1

𝑇 !
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Prompt: “three white dimsum sushi on brown bowl”

“three white dimsum 
on brown bowl”

𝑇 !
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=
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00

Figure 10. Ablation study of inversion guidance. The figure
shows visual results obtained by varying the stepsize of perform-
ing inversion guidance η from the 0.1 to 1. The threshold is set to
the 70% quantile and hard-thresholding is used.

anism forces both ϵ̃null and ϵ̃tar to query features from
ϵ̂src (in the original MasaCtrl, the unconditional part ϵ̃null
queries from ϵ̂null in the reconstruction branch). By setting
λ to the 100% quantile, ϵ̃ converges to ϵ̃null ≈ ϵ̂src, de-
grading to a DDIM reconstruction. Hence, similar to Prox-
NPI, the introduced proximal guidance here also controls
the proximity of the synthesized image to the source image.

4. Experiment
4.1. Cross-Attention Control

For quantitative evaluations, we measure the PSNR
(peak signal-to-noise-ratio) and LPIPS [69] of the recon-
structions of Negative-prompt inversion (NPI) [33] and our
method (ProxNPI). As shown in Tab. 1, the proposed prox-
imal guidance and inversion guidance improve both met-
rics by a large margin. For editing task, we report the
CLIP [42] score (text alignment) and LPIPS [69] score (im-
age alignment) in Tab. 2. It is observed that while Prox-
NPI marginally reduces CLIP similarity, it significantly im-
proves the LPIPS score. Further details are provided in the
supplementary material.

We further provide qualitative comparisons among Null-
text inversion (NTI) [34], NPI, and ProxNPI in Fig. 5.
Each row in the figure showcases the reconstruction results
(columns 2-4) and editing results (columns 5-7) for each
method. It is worth noting that NPI reconstruction is equiv-
alent to DDIM reconstruction [52], as discussed previously.
For (c-e) in Fig. 5, we utilize reconstruction guidance since
DDIM reconstruction still introduces minor errors. These
errors or artifacts are highlighted using red circles or boxes.
Additional visual results. We present more visual editing
results in Fig. 6, along with the corresponding prompts pro-
vided underneath the images. Among the eight examples,
inversion guidance is employed for examples (c), (e), (f),
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and (g) due to imperfections in DDIM reconstructions for
these specific cases.

4.2. Mutual Self-Attention Control

We conducted qualitative comparisons between MasaC-
trl [6] and our proposed ProxMasaCtrl, as shown in Fig. 7.
Our ProxMasaCtrl incorporates proximal guidance to ad-
dress the issues of instability and undesired changes oc-
casionally observed with MasaCtrl. As shown, MasaCtrl
can introduce slight color shifts in the main subject(s) and
background, as demonstrated in examples (a), (b), (c), and
(f). However, with proximal guidance, we achieve better
preservation of the background and intended details. For in-
stance, in example (a), the two steel bowls at the bottom and
the person holding a phone at the right edge are preserved.
Similarly, in example (b), the fence on the upper right and
the dog’s mouth are retained with improved fidelity. Addi-
tionally, in example (c), the reins on the horse’s head are
better maintained, and in example (d), the cup and vase in
the background are better preserved.
Comparing with Prompt-to-Prompt. As mentioned ear-
lier, Prompt-to-Prompt [23] is designed to alter the texture
of a subject, whereas Mutual Self-Attention Control [6] tar-
gets geometry and layout modifications. Fig. 8 shows a
visual comparison between these two attention controlling
mechanisms for geometry editing. This comparison aims to
illustrate their respective behaviors rather than establish the
superiority of one over the other. Interestingly, in Fig. 8 (b),
Prompt-to-Prompt introduces a new texture on the cake, re-
sembling its cross-section that deviates from the source im-
age, while MasaCtrl preserves the original appearance. Ad-
ditionally, Prompt-to-Prompt confines the rendered cake to
a square shape within the cross-attention map of the origi-
nal round cake, whereas MasaCtrl allows rendering outside
the boundaries of the original cake. Note that the base of
the cake is also changed to square.

4.3. Extensions

We further explore a few extensions of our method to the
(a) DDPM inversion [28] framework, (b) personalized edit-
ing, as well as (c) simultaneous editing of texture and geom-
etry. For (b), we employ an amortized encoder, ELITE [62],
to enable training-free personalization. Due to space limit,
results and details are presented in supplementary.

4.4. Ablations

Thresholding. In Fig. 9 we present visual results obtained
by setting the threshold λ to the 60%, 70%, ..., 95% quan-
tiles of the absolute values of the noise difference. The first
row illustrates the case of hard-thresholding (labeled as L0),
while the second and third rows display the case of soft-
thresholding (labeled as L1). As anticipated, we observe
that soft-thresholding tends to introduce fewer changes to

Original VAE

Method PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓ PSNR ↑ LPIPS ↓
NPI 25.214± 4.308 0.134± 0.083 28.802± 5.640 0.095± 0.092
ProxNPI 28.297± 4.139 0.057± 0.029 70.984± 2.021 0.000± 0.000

Table 1. Reconstruction. For “original”, metrics are measured
between reconstructed and the original image; for “VAE”, metrics
are measured between reconstructed image and the VAE recon-
struction.

Cat→ X Dog→ Y

Method CLIP ↑ LPIPS ↓ CLIP ↑ LPIPS ↓
NPI 27.371± 2.181 0.268± 0.077 28.229± 3.195 0.288± 0.106
ProxNPI 27.097± 2.507 0.205± 0.045 27.813± 3.414 0.217± 0.063

Table 2. Editing. CLIP [42] score measures similarities between
edited images and target text prompts. LPIPS [69] score measures
the structural similarity between edited and original images. X =
{“dog”, “hamster”, “fox”, “badger”, “lion”, “bear”, “pig”}, and
Y = {“cat”, “hamster”, “fox”, “badger”, “lion”, “bear”, “pig”}.

the edited images compared to hard-thresholding. Alter-
natively, we can increase the CFG scale, such as using
w = 15, to enhance the prominence of the target attribute.
However, this approach may lead to an amplified contrast
ratio and shifted color tone. We empirically find using hard-
thresholding with quantile 0.7 usually gives good results.
Inversion guidance. In Fig. 10 we present visual results ob-
tained by varying the stepsize η for the inversion guidance,
applied when t < Tinv . As observed, when the guidance
strength η and Tinv are small, the reconstruction of chop-
sticks is incomplete, and the pattern on the bowl is missing.
We empirically find that setting Tinv ≥ 600 and η ≥ 0.2
generally yields satisfactory results.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced proximal guidance, a ver-

satile technique for enhancing diffusion-based tuning-free
real image editing. We applied this technique to two concur-
rent frameworks: Negative-prompt inversion (NPI) and Mu-
tual Self-Attention Control. The resulting algorithms, Prox-
NPI and ProxMasaCtrl, addressed limitations and achieved
high-quality editing while maintaining computational effi-
ciency. However, there are still considerations, as the per-
formance of proximal guidance can be sensitive to hyper-
parameters. Exploring heuristics or automated methods for
parameter selection could enhance the usability and gener-
alizability of the proposed method. Our work demonstrates
the potential of proximal guidance and opens avenues for
further research in tuning-free real image editing.
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